Beware of the Pro-War, Pro-Corporate Media
All news is fake news, especially mainstream news. Although the media maliciously
deceives the public, their lies can be destroyed with the same critical thinking they tell the public
to use on ‘fake’ news. Wars and bombings were never about promoting peace or democracy but
about displaying American supremacy and hogging resources. Also, the media builds on top of
the Red Scare by vilifying other government systems to defend the American oligarchy. The
only way to discourage propaganda and harmful speech is to promote good speech.
Of course, Middle Eastern countries hate the US when they bomb millions of innocent
citizens for puerile reasons. To garner support for the war, the media complies with the
Pentagon, CIA, and US military to mislead the nation. This is the same as Julius Streicher’s
work –a newsletter to promote anti-Semitism during Nazism, except now it is Islamophobia. At
least the military respected the democratic process before going to war, letting 9/11 media
coverage raise support for the war and keep Bush Jr. in the White House. The media perfectly
marketed 9/11 as an attack on America by Muslims, not by Bush. No nation bombs the world’s
largest military because they hate democracy and freedom. If that were the case, why do other
countries not do the same? Somehow, the media glossed over that fact, and citizens still believe
them. Thus, the nation is united in hating innocent Islamic countries. Furthermore, the media
has never linked the US invasion of Iraq to the events of 9/11. The military must steal Middle
Eastern oil to defeat ‘radical Islam’. As ridiculous as that excuse sounds, that was what the
media reported to Americans. Nations do not become democratic nor free when their buildings,
land, and culture are shattered. Meddling in their elections and assassinating anti-American
presidents is also not democratic. If citizens analyze the situation and history of the war in the
Middle East, they will realize that the media is dishonest. There can never be a revolution if the
people continue to rely on the media.

A republican and a democrat are indistinguishable since both are authoritarian right-wing
parties. Nevertheless, the media depicts American democracy as a choice between left-wing
and right-wing politics. This distracts citizens from the fact that corporate CEOs, not the people,
who run the nation. The media never mentions Trump’s investments in Raytheon, a military
arms manufacturer, alongside his policies to continue wars in the Middle East. Funnily, he
stated himself that he would “forever end wars”. Citizens do not benefit from wars, only
politicians and corporations do. Anyone who tries to rein in the military-industrial complex for
citizens is labeled a vile communist. Somehow, a socialist, an anarchist, and a communist are
all the same, yet republicans and democrats are opposites. Regardless of who is in office, there
will be wars. Additionally, the media laughably depicts other nations such as China and Russia
as hellholes that hate democracy. For the same reason, Americans must hate democracy too if
they limit their choices to authoritarian-right criminals and authoritarian-right criminals. Despite
acknowledging that the presidential choices have considerably worsened over the years, they
still ponder who is the lesser of two evils. Instead of picking the better candidate, they pick the
better garbage. Perhaps they should acknowledge that a system that allows Kayne West to run
for president is problematic. Nevertheless, in reality, the solution is in front of the people:
protesting. They have seen the change Black Lives Matter has made, yet they still believe in the
‘power’ of the ballot. Luckily for corporate CEOs, citizens wasted their time protesting police
crimes and not corporate crimes.

